
The problem with Africa? Too Elizabethan

What’s the difference between Kenya and Nigeria? About two centuries, according to a new study by Stephen

Broadberry and Leigh Gardner, two professors at the London School of Economics.

The pair have totted up the levels of GDP per capita of the countries of Africa, and compared them with

historic rates of GDP per person in pre-industrial Europe. Citizens of Sierra Leone are about as rich as early

medieval Englishmen, and modern-day Kenyans are just as rich as Elizabethans.

Nigerians have incomes comparable to Brits in the early 18th century and South Africans are as rich as 20th-century Brits, according to

the study.

The economists have divided the countries of Africa into four groups, corresponding to levels of per-capita GDP at critical periods of

European history. So $750, in 1990 prices, is about the level of income of Englishmen before the Black Death in the late 14th century;

$1500 is roughly the income of an average Englishman in 1700; and $2000 is an average Brit’s income in 1800.

Source: Broadberry and Gardner
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The dates are critical periods in English economic history. The Black Death saw the culling of half of the country, which ironically

provided a boost to GDP per person, as labour was rarer and so costlier. By 1700, political and economic reforms had been introduced:

the powers of the king had been restrained and Parliament was empowered; with the creation of the Bank of England in 1694, it was

easier for the state to borrow money. The 19th century saw GDP per person take off, as corruption was reduced, trade was liberalised,

education and health improved, and the country was governed under the rule of law.

The institutions of Africa are similar to those in Europe’s past too, according to Broadberry. Sierra Leone, he says, is poor because of its

badly run institutions. According to the research paper:

Institutions in Sierra Leone share many of the characteristics of the weak states of early medieval Europe, including the extensive use of

patronage and vulnerability to exogenous shocks. These features are prominent in the literature on Africa’s failed states.

Kenya is vulnerable to instability, patronage and periods of ethnic violence, according to the study, just like in Renaissance Europe.

Nigeria has a “vibrant private sector with strong commercial interests able to exercise constraints on the executive” – just like

18th-century England. South Africa is one of the richer emerging markets by virtue of its strong institutions.

Broadberry takes the common economic argument that institutions matter to the growth rates of GDP per person. He told beyondbrics:

“There’s a correlation here. Countries that are richer are more likely to have better institutions, and countries that are poorer are likely

to stay poor.” So the above chart provides a good guide to which countries have failed (and so probably will fail) and those that will

thrive.

His theory has its flaws. For one, the countries don’t map so easily onto their supposed economic era. Does Kenya really have Tudor-

levels of poor governance? In 2010, Kenya scored 8 on the polity scale, an index of democratisation ranging from -10 to 10; in the same

year, Nigeria scored 4. In 2010 Kenya’s tax revenues were 20 per cent of its GDP, compared to 10 per cent for Nigeria.

Secondly, civil strife does not entail a gloomy future. England’s 17th century was dogged by terrorism, vain Scottish autocrats, a civil

war, the near-theocratic rule of a military leader, plague, fire, Catholic jihad, invasion and three coup d’états – the last of which brought

reform and an uplift in GDP growth. Nations can change, unpredictably.

Countries with lower GDP per capita may also have the potential for more growth. The last decade was a case in point – partly driven by

the surge in commodity prices, the GDP growth of sub-Saharan Africa far exceeded that of advanced economies (as shown below).

Source: IMF

Perhaps cordoning off African nations as medieval, post-Renaissance and so on is not ultimately helpful. One could argue that China

and India, among other emerging markets, have weaker institutions and a weaker democracy than Britain; yet both have achieved

significantly greater GDP growth in the last decade than Britain and continue to do so. The institutions-matter theory is limited, but it

makes for a good story.
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Guest post: is there an “Africa”? bb

State has key role in Africa growth, bb [video]

IMF outlook: what happened to Africa? bb
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